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Do you remember your first time? People tend to remember the moment they first heard The Rush

Limbaugh Show on the radio. For Zev Chafets, it was in a car in Detroit, driving down Woodward

Avenue. Limbaugh's braggadocio, the outrageous satire, the slaughtering of liberal sacred cows

performed with the verve of a rock-n-roll DJ-it seemed fresh, funny and completely subversive.

"They're never going to let this guy stay on the air," he thought. Almost two decades later Chafets

met Rush for the first time, at Limbaugh's rarely visited "Southern Command." They spent hours

together talking on the record about politics, sports, music, show business, religion and modern

American history. Rush opened his home and his world, introducing Chafets to his family, closest

friends, even his psychologist. The result was an acclaimed cover-story profile of Limbaugh in The

New York Times Magazine. But there was much more to say, especially after Limbaugh became

Public Enemy Number One of the Obama Administration. At first Limbaugh resisted the idea of a

full-length portrait, but he eventually invited Chafets back to Florida and exchanged more than a

hundred emails full of his personal history, thoughts, fears and ambitions. What has emerged is an

uniquely personal look at the man who is not only the most popular voice on the radio, but the

leader of the conservative movement and one of the most influential figures in the Republican Party.

While Limbaugh's public persona is instantly recognizable, his background and private life are often

misunderstood. Even devoted Dittoheads will find there's a lot they don't know about the

self-described "harmless little fuzzball" who has, over the years, taken on the giants of the

mainstream media and the Democratic Party-from Bill and Hillary Clinton to Barack Obama-with

"half his brain tied behind his back, just to make it fair." Chafets paints a compelling portrait of

Limbaugh as a master entertainer, a public intellectual, a political force, and a fascinating man.
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I received the book from  as I arrived home yesterday evening. I was obviously pleasantly surprised

as displayed by the picture I sent to both of you. The irony was not lost on me either, as a book

about Rush Limbaugh, defender and champion of the private sector was actually delivered ahead of

"shed"-ule, (not to be confused with "sked"-ule) and un-damaged by that wonderful government

program - The U.S. Postal Service. Who knew?!?The book is about 210 pages long and is an easy

and enjoyable read. I read it start to finish on the back patio in about 4 hours, where I smoked two

Churchill's (La Gloria Cubana Serie R No. 7), consumed three "adult beverages" (Laphroaig single

malt scotch), and wore my Club Gitmo t-shirt ("Your tropical retreat from the stress of Jihad").For

ditto-heads who are everyday listeners, much of the material covered about the show is already

known, e.g. - Operation Chaos, The NFL ownership saga, "I Hope He Fails", Michael J. Fox, etc...

While ditto-heads know about these events because we attentively listen three hours a day, it is nice

to be reminded of them, as they always bring back fond memories. Especially some of the older

things we forget about back during the Clinton years that aren't as fresh on our minds. What was

interesting to me was discovering how Rush personally feels about some of these things as they

pertain to his show (not his politics); such as "Barack the Magic Negro" (by "white comedian" Paul

Shanklin) is his favorite parody they've ever done on the show.

Combining historical data along with personal interviews and emails from Rush himself... author Zev

Chafets has fashioned a detailed narrative of Rush Limbaugh's life from childhood to his current day

*MEGA-STAR* status. While unabashedly admitting in the opening that the first time he heard Rush

on the radio was akin to the first time he saw Elvis on TV... I found it refreshing that the author did

not try to cover-up Limbaugh's gaffes whether public or private. Along with following Rush's life

steps from Missouri... to Pennsylvania... to California... to New York... to Florida... and everywhere

in between... this remarkably free-flowing easy to read tale of the man that Ronald Reagan himself

dubbed "THE-MOST-DANGEROUS-MAN-IN-AMERICA"... includes his prescription drug addiction...

rehab... legal battles... and public embarrassment and mea culpa.Rising from not being an overly

popular teenager who worked as a disc jockey and whose life goals were more of the same... to

becoming perhaps the most influential non-politician in the country... Chafets digs deep to show the



influence and history of the men in Rush's family. Rush's Grandfather, Rush Sr. was a lawyer and

when he retired at the age of *ONE-HUNDRED-TWO-YEARS-OLD* he was the oldest attorney

working in the United States. A fact that Rush's enemies might want to take into consideration if

they're hoping Rush won't be around very long. Rush's Father, Rush Junior, also a lawyer... was an

absolute hero to Rush III... "AND STILL CALLS HIM THE SMARTEST MAN I EVER MET." "BIG

RUSH" was a World War II combat pilot and his anti-communist opinions and the way he thought

the United States should be run formed the nucleus of what Rush is today.
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